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Abstract 

With the development of aeroassist technology, either 
for near-earth operations or for planetary aero-capture, it is 
of interest to have accurate analytic solutions for the speed, 
flight path angle and altitude during the atmospheric pas- 
sage. For a future aerospace plane which uses the accumu- 
lated kinetic energy to glide for a long range, explicit rela- 
tions among the main state variables are also useful for 
guidance purposes. In this paper we have used normaliza- 
tion to put the equations of motion for planar entry around 
a non-rotating planet into a form which is suitable for an 
analytic integration. Explicit and accurate solutions are 
then obtained for ballistic fly-through trajectories, lifting 
skip trajectories and equilibrium glide trajectories. 

With the development of aeroassist technology, either 
for near-earth orbital transfer or for planetary aero-capture, 
it is of interest to have accurate analytic solutions for re- 
entry trajectories. In this paper, it is proposed to obtain the 
relationships between the altitude, speed, flight path angle 
and distance traveled during entry for the three typical 
entry modes. 

Since the early development of the theory of planetary 
entry, the first-order solutions developed by Allen and 
Eggers1, and by Chapman's analysis2 have always been 
considered as the main results to analyze the variations of 
the deceleration and the various forms of aerodynamic 
heating during entry. Although these classical formulas 
correctly predict the occurrence of the peak deceleration 
and the peak heating rate, they are not sufficiently accurate 
for guidance purposes. A second-order theory has been 
proposed by Loh3 but his integration of the equations of 
motion involves an empirical step which is not justified 
mathematically. A complete account of the known results 
has been presented in Ref. 4. 

In the present analysis, starting with the equations of 
motion for planar entry around a non-rotating planet, we 
use normalization to put the equations into a form which is 
suitable for an analytic integration. Then, depending on the 
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type of constant angle-of-attack entry trajectories, namely 
the ballistic entry, the skip entry and the equilibrium glide, 
with the proper simplification, we easily obtain the first- 
order solutions. By analytic continuation, the second-order, 
or even the third-order solutions are obtained and compared 
with the exact solutions from numerical integration of the 
non-linear equations. We believe that up to the present time 
our solutions are the most accurate and they are in the form 
appropriate for guidance.implementation and also for accu- 
rate prediction of the peak deceleration and the various 
peak heating rates during entry. 

For planar entry of a non-thrusting, lifting vehicle we 
have the equations 

where r is the radial distance, 8 the range angle, V the air- 
speed, and y is the flight path angle, that is, the angle be- 
tween the local horizontal and the velocity vector, mea- 
sured positively upward. 

We use the initial altitude as the reference altitude for 
a central Newtonian gravitational attraction and an expo- 
nential atmosphere, that is, we consider 

and 

where p is the constant inverse of the scale height, appro- 
priately selected for agreement with the atmosphere. For 
the lift-drag relationship we use the standard parabolic 
polar 



To perform the integration we introduce new dimen- 
sionless variables with y for altitude, v for speed, and 4 for 
flight path angle such that with constant C,, and K for hypersonic flow. The altitude 

and speed variables are non-dimensionalized through the 
definition 

where V ,  is the entry speed, and q is a very small parame- 
ter defined as Then we have the equations of motion, with the time elimi- 

nated in favor of the range angle 

du B(I+ h)(l + 12)u e-Proh - = - 2 -- 
d o  E* cosy 

+ h) fan Y (7b) For a typical entry vehicle at 100 km, q is of the order of 
lo4. In addition to the injection of this small parameter 
into the equations of motion, the new variables defined 
above are such that we always have at entry y(0) = 1 and 
v(0) = 0 .  The system (7) is now transformed into 

dy  B(I + h ) ~  e-Proh -= -- 
d o  cosy 

+ 1  
u ( l+  h) 

where E* is the maximum lift-to-drag ratio and B is a 
small parameter specifying the entry altitude and physical 
characteristics of the vehicle. 

dY (1 + h) ym -=- 
dz cosy 

-=- 
dz  cosy 

kamenv (15b) 
(1 + h)cos y 

-=- cos y ( ~ + h ) ~ ~ ~ + - a e ~ ~ - c o s y  
d z  

(1.5~) 
(1 + h) 

where z = &f3 is the new independent variable and 

The equations are integrated from the initial entry point at 
0 = 0 with h = 0 ,  u = u,, y = ye. The atmosphere is here 
specified by theso-called Chapman's parameter pro, while 

E* is the performance characteristic of the vehicle. The 
other physical characteristics of the vehicle such as its mass 
and size are contained in the dimensionless parameter B 
which also serves as an indication of the entry altitude. 
Tine system (7) constitutes the exact equations for re-entry, 
even with lift modulation. The lift control here is the nor- 
malized lift coefficient 

The system (15) is the exact system, but the selection of the 
dimensionless variables, coupled with the fact that, for en- 
try trajectories, cosy = 1, 1 + h = 1, leads to the simpler 
system 

which is defined such that when A = 1 the flight is at max- 
imum lift-to-drag ratio. We shall develop second-order ana- 
lytic solutions for entry at constant A, with the limiting case 
of A = 0 for ballistic entry. 



Extensive numerical integration has been performed 
for several cases of entry trajectories and we are satisfied 
that the solutions from (18) are nearly the same as the solu- 
tions from (15). 

In summary, the dimensionless equations of motion for 
re-entry are governed by the system (18) with y being the 
density ratio, used as the altitude variable, v the speed vari- 
able and @I the flight path angle variable, while z is propor- 
tional to the distance traveled. At z= 0 ,  we always have 
y(0) = 1 and v(0) = 0 .  The initial entry speed is now 
specified by the dimensionless parameter a with a = 1 for 
circular entry and a = 0.5 for parabolic entry. The plane- 
tary atmosphere is specified by Chapman's characteristic 
parameter in the form of the product pro, with the value 
pro = 900 for the earth's atmosphere. The vehicle physical 
characteristics are specified by the maximum lift-to-drag 
ratio E * ,  and the dimensionless parameter B, which also 
includes the effective entry altitude. We have then reduced 
to a minimum the number of physical parameters required 
for the analysis. It suffices finally to select an entry angle 
ye ,  to evaluate the initial value 4,  =-&sin ye ,  and to 

specify the flight program in terms of the lift coefficient h, 
to generate the trajectory. 

For ballistic entry, the normalized lift coefficient h is 
zero and, from system (18), we have 

with the initial conditions at z = 0, 

Beside the value c = -&sin y, > 0 for the entry angle, 

we specify the entry speed by selecting a value for a. The 
vehicle physical characteristics and the effective entry alti- 
tude are contained in the two parameters k and q. It is seen 
that for ballistic entry it suffices to specify 

and we have both k and 7 since pro = 900 is known for the 
earth's atmosphere. Therefore a ballistic entry trajectory is 
governed by the entry speed, the entry angle and the ballis- 
tic factor as defined in Eq. (21). 

The ballistic entry mode at subcircular speed and at 
moderate entry angle is well studied, and accurate analytic 
solutions have been derived previously5. For aeroassisted 
orbital transfer and planetary aero-capture, we may use the 
ballistic mode. With supercircular entry speed, at a low 
entry angle, the vehicle will skip out and the accurate pre- 
diction of the exit speed and exit angle using explicit ana- 
lytic formulas is obviously of interest to mission planning. 

Higher-order analytic solutions are obtained by observ- 
ing that the parameter q is small, of the order of lo4. 
Hence, we seek series solutions of the form 

with the initial conditions 

By substituting (22) into the system (19) and equating 
terms of like powers in q we obtain the following systems 
of various orders. 



Since the solution for p, is linear in 2. it is convenient to 
use this function as the new independent variable. For con- 
venience of notation, let 

Then, we have rbe system of equations for the firsr-order 
solution 

W e  obtain the second-order solutions by integrating the 
system (35) with null initial values for all the variables, and 
then, upon substituting the first- and second-order solutions 
in the system 136), w e  proceed in the same way to obtain 
the third-order solutions. 

With the initial value of x(0) = I., we easily obtain the so- 
lution First, by using the solution (32) for v, in Eq. (35a), 

&(x) is obtained by quadrature. It has been found that by 
direct integration by parts with an efficient use of the exist- 
ing differential relations we can always cast the integration 
of a long expression into some simple integrals. For exam- 
ple we  have and 

wnere the error function is defined as 

r sin y is the first-order Notice that although 4, = -6 .' 
solution for the flight path angle, we  use it in the higher- 
order solution simply as  the independent variable which, 
from the last equation In system (25) is related to the dis- 
tance traveled by 

where C is a constant. Then, with the initial condition 
4, (0)  = 0 ,  we have 

Next, since the homogeneous equation for y, (and later on 
for y,) is of the same form as the equation for y o ,  we put With x = $o as the new independent variable, we  rewrite 

the systems (26) and (27). 

Then, Eq. (35b) for y, becomes 



with the initial condition z, ( 0 )  = 0 .  We have the same re- 
mark as above when we obtain @, by integration by parts 
with successive transformation of the integrals involved. 
The final result for y,, after using this process to obtain z,, 

is 

By substituting v,, and y, in Eq. (35c) we obtain v, by 

quadrature using the same technique of integration by 
parts. 

2 a 
v [ 4ka (c3 - , x 3 ) ]  1 
- s2 

Yo Yo -yo*-1 - -  
3 6 

2 a  k a  3 k ( 4 - a )  
+ F Y o [ z X  --X+l] 4 

k (4  - a)  
4 

-- - k a  c k ( 4 -  a )  
c --c +-+- 2;[:z 26 S 8 I 

a k a  2 k 2 a 2  (c4  - x 4 )  
+-vo2 +-VoX +T 

6 6 2 s  

The second-order solution for the speed is fairly accu- 
rate. To improve the accuracy we give below the third- 
order solution for the flight path angle and the altitude. We 
have 

(43) 
and 

To test the accuracy of the solution, we consider the 

ballistic skip trajectory of a vehicle with B =  B/E* 
= 0.005/0.75. Again, we emphasize the fact that it is suf- 

ficient to just provide a value for as defined in Eq. (21). 
Table 1 shows the results for parabolic entry u, = 2 with 
various entry angles, while in Table 2 we have the results 
for an entry angle of ye = -3' but with various values of 
entry speed. Notice that u, = 1.733 corresponds to an entry 
speed of a return from a geosynchronous orbit. When u, 

tends to circular speed, the accuracy decreases. For pure 
ballistic entry without skip, we refer to Ref. 5 for the ma- 
lytic solutions. 



Table 2 Entry with 8 = ( 2 1 3 ) ~  lov2 and ye = -3" with 
various entry speeds. 

n Entry Speed u, 1 

Table 1 Parabolic entry with ballistic factor B = (213) x lo-' 

Numericai 
Exit Arc Length 1st-Order 

Of 2nd-Order 
3rd-Order 
Numerical 

Exit Angle 1 st-Order 
YJ " 2nd-Order 

3rd-Order 

Exit Speed Numerical 
Vf / 1 st-Order 

In planning a fly-through trajectory with a ballistic 
mode, either for a parabolic aero-capture or in a simple 
aeroassisted transfer, it is of interest to follow the decelera- 
tion and the heating build-up. 

Exit Arc Length 
Of 

We consider the deceleration due to the drag force 

Entry Angle Y, " 

Numerical 
I st-Order 
2nd-Order 
3rd-Order 

a 1 dV pK,v2 -=---=- ( A S )  

y = -2" 

0.139573 

0.139598 
0.139590 

0.139573 

Exit Angle 
y/ " 

Exit Speed 
vf PC 

With g =go, we have, with the dimensionless variables se- 
lected, 

Since the solutions at various orders are expressed in terms 
of x  = @,, we can solve for this value, and then use it to 
evaluate the critical value for the flight path angle @ , ( x ) ,  
the altitude y , ( x )  and the speed u , ( x )  where the maxi- 
mum deceleration occurs. A good approximation is @, = 0.  

Hence we can write Eq. (47) as 

y = -3" 

0.209516 

0.209344 
0.209519 

0.2095 16 

Numerical 
I st-Order 
2nd-Order 
3rd-Order 

and use x = 0 in evaluating yo, 4, and yl. The result is 

y =-4" 

0.283273 
0.279026 
0.282674 

0.283202 - 

With this improved solution for go, we recalculate @,, y,, 

u, and (a/go)max to the second order. The results are 

shown in Table 3 for a parabolic entry at ye = -4". The 
critical altitude as computed by the explicit analytical solu- 
tions differs from the numerical solution by a few meters. 

Numerical 1.412778 1.407836 1.369582 
I st-Order 1.142780 1.407850 1.370590 

2nd-Order 1.4 12780 1.407840 1.369650 

1.998470 
2.000000 
1.998960 

1.998470 

Similarly, we consider the dimensionless time rate of 
average heat input per unit area as proportional to the den- 
sity and to the cube of the speed, that is 

On the other hand, the dimensionless heating rate at a 
stagnation point is assumed to be proportional to the square 
root of the density and to the cube of the speed, that is 

2.988717 
3.000000 
2.988850 

2.988710 

By using the same approximation, with @, = 0, we obtain 
the improved solution from 

3.880639 
4.000000 
3.873140 

3.879080 

By maximizing this quantity, we are led to the equation 



where x = 0 has been used to evaluate y o ,  Qi, and y,. W e  
have the results summanzed in Table 3,  with the same ac- 
curacy as for the peak decelerat~on. 

Table 3 Maximum values of a /go ,  rl,, and & and the crit- 
ical values for altitude, speed and flight path angle 
where they occur for parabolic and  alli is tic entry 
with 3 = (213 

Numerical + 
Max. Values 

I 
j Analytic 

d L  / Numencal 

, Numencal 
Analytic 

I 1 An; 
Numencal 
Anal tlc 

st I Nurnencal 

Lifting  ski^ traiectori~  

If the vehicle has some lifting capability, even with 
subcircular entry speed, it can negotiate a turn and exit 
from the atmosphere. A three-dimensional skip with a 
change in the heading has promising applications in 
aeroassisted orbital transfer with plane change. Again, here 
we restrict our analysis to the planar case, with the full set 
of equations given in system (18). 

We recall that for the integration of the equations it is 
necessary to specify the maximum lift-to-drag ratio E*, 
which is a performance characteristic, and the parameter B, 
which represents the entry altitude and vehicle characteris- 
tics. The entry speed is represented by the parameter a and 
the entry angle is specified by the value c. The flight pro- 
gram is specified by the normalized lift coefficient 1. The 
equations have been designed for the general case of lift 
modulation in which 1 may vary as a function of the time. 

From Eqs. (18) and by expanding the exponential 
function el1",  we first neglect the effect of the variation in 
the speed ro ob tan  

where we  define 

By dividing the third equation by the first equation, we ob- 

tain the equation for 4' with the altitude as the indepen- 
dent variable. 

Upon integrating from y (0 )  = 1,  @(O) = c ,  we have the 

soluilon 

/ g2 = c 2  - 2 k l ( e x - 1 ) - 2 ( i  n j x  (57) 

where, in this solution, we define the independent variable 
x as the linear variation of the altitude. 

With this definition, Eq. (54a) and the solution (57) result 
in 

To  perform this quadrature, we approximate 4' as a tri- 

nomial in x,  that is, by putting q j 2  = @,,, where 

2 4,' ( x )  = a l x  + a2x + a3 (601 

where the coefficients a, ,  a,  and a,  are to be determined 
through a proper approximation scheme. 
The solution can be obtained as 

where, for this solution, p i s  defined as 

We have then obtained the first-order solution for the flight 
path angle as a function of the altitude variation in Eq. (571, 
and the solution for the altitude as a function of the range 
angle in Eq. (61).  During the skip, x varies from zero to a 



maximum x,, at the bottom of the trajectory, and this value 

is obtained by setting I$' = 0 in Eq. (57). After passing 
through this maximum, x returns to the value zero at the 
exit. 

Now, by using y in Eq. (54b) as obtained from Eq. 
(54c) and @as  obtained from Eq. (59), we have 

This can be easily integrated to give the first-order solution 
for the speed. 

Now, to improve the accuracy of the solution in the 
original system (18), we keep the q term in the expansion 
of the exponential function e" to obtain 

Then, as before, by dividing Eq. (6%) by Eq. (65a) and us- 
ing x instead of y as the independent variable, we have the 
equation for 4' 

If we use the solution (64) for v  for the perturbation which 
is the last term in Eq. (66), we can integrate this equation 
term by term to obtain the improved solution for m 2 .  We 
have 

where the integral I(x) is defined as 

1 (x) = dx 

( 1 + A 2 )  1 2 =- 
( I  - a ) ( l +  12) 

CX- OX - 
2 

a (68) 
kl k, 

and the integrals I1(x) and I,(x) are respectively defined 
as 

I, (x) = jo> dx = jO>, d r  

and 

The solution (67), with the integrals as defined, is the 
second-order solution for the flight path angle 4. 

We proceed likewise with Eq. (65b) for the speed vari- 
able v by replacing on its right-hand side @ and y obtained 
from Eq. (6%) and (6%) respectively. We have then 

On the right-hand side, the terms with the factor q v  are the 
perturbations. Hence, it is appropriate to use the solution 
(64) for these terms, and then the second-order solution for 
the speed variable v is obtained by integration of Eq. (71) 
term by term. We have 

where the integral J (x )  is defined as 

- 
1 + A )  ( 1  + 1 2 )  

-- cz- - X 

4 kl 



and I(x) and 12(x) are defined in Eqs. (68) - (70) above. 

To complete this section, we recall that in obtaining z 
and the integrals I(x) and 9(x) we have approximated the 

exact expression for the first-order solution in 4'. namely 

as the trinomid (60). In the diagrams plotting #02(x) and 

r$,'(x) from x = 0 to its maximum value xl , we match 

the end-points by setting r$02(0) = c2 = #a2(0), and 

# 0 2 ( ~ 1 )  = 0 = #,'(x,). Furthermore, we equate the areas 
under the curves by setting 

This leads to the solution for the coefficient a; of the ap- 
proximate trinomial 

where, by definition, we compute x, from 

For high lift-to-drag ratio skip trajectories, the analytic 
solutions with the approximation used for the integrals are 
fairly accurate. But a small problem arises for entry with 
low C,/C, . This is because, in the first-order solution, xl 

is the maximum altitude drop when r$02(x1) = 0 ,  and it is 
slightly smaller than the more accurate value x2, when the 
second-order solution is considered. Since the positive 
function # a 2 ( ~ )  also vanishes with x,, it becomes nega- 
tive when x > x,. This defect is remedied as follows. In the 

second-order solution (67) for #2, we hold the perturbed 
function 2 q a  l (x) constant at its values at x,, for x > x,, 
and compute x2 approximately from the equation 

With this improved value x2, we recalculate the coeffi- 
cients a; of the trinomial exactly as described above. 
Therefore we have the system (76) to calculate the new 
values a; by simply replacing x, by x,. 

As numerical example, we take the value B = 0.005 
with various maximum lift-to-drag ratios E*. For the lift 
coefficient, we take A = 1. Then for this constant angle-of- 
attack skip entry, it is the same as for the skip with E* as 
the lift-to-drag ratio. In Fig. 1 we plot the variation of the 
altitude as function of the flight path angle for an entry at 
u, = 1.2 and for two values ye = -4" and ye = -6", using 

a vehicle with E* = 0.75. We have the same two cases in 
Fig. 2 plotting the altitude versus the speed ratio. The leg- 
end is obvious. The continuous lines denote the numerical 
solution while the triangles represent the first-order solu- 
tion and the diamonds are for the second-order solution. 

In Figs. 3 and 4, we have E* = 0.75 and ye = -4" but 
with three values of the entry speed. For clarity, only the 
second-order solutions are plotted for comparison with the 
numerical solutions. 

Finally in Figs. 5 and 6, we consider the cases of skip 
entry u, = 1.2 and ye = -4" but with several values of lift- 
to-drag ratio. 

As shown in the figures, the analytic solution can be 
used for a good prediction of the exit speed and the exit 
angle. Since the solutions are expressed explicitly in terms 
of the variable x = log(p)po), it suffices to put x = xf = 0 

to have the final values at exit. 

As for the ballistic entry, the analytic solutions for skip 
entry can be used to compute the deceleration and the vari- 
ous heating rates with excellent agreement as compared to 
the numerical solutions. Let us simply consider the tangen- 
tial deceleration due to the drag force 

Considered as a function of x, we have 



where of course v is a function of x.  By maximizing this 
function and using Eqs. (54) ,  we obtain the equation 

Since $ ( x )  is known, this equation can be solved for the 
critical value x, of the altitude where the peak deceleration 
occurs. Then we also have the speed v , ( x )  and hence 

( a / g o ) m x .  As a display of the accuracy of the solution, 

since the peak deceleration occurs during the descending 
phase and near the bottom of the trajectory, we consider 
approximately 

where x1 is the value which makes @ , ( x )  vanish. For the 

case where E* = 0 . 7 5 ,  u, = 1.2 and ye = - 4 O ,  this gives 
y, =-0.215472",  as compared with the exact value of 
-0.221 187'. Therefore the value x  = x1 is a good starting 
value for the iteration to obtain the critical value x,.  

Eguilibrium elide traiectories 

If the entry speed is nearly circular, with a very small 
starting flight path angle, the forces along the radial line 
may be in near perfect equilibrium and the vehicle follows 
the curvature of the earth with nearly zero flight path angle. 
This is the equilibrium glide trajectory and it is conceived 
to achieve long range. 

From the system ( 1 8 )  with k, = B l ,  we use the first 
equation to eliminate the arc length z. 

Next, we use the relation a u  = exp(- 
equation for the speed as 

q v )  to write the 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to u. 
Similarly, by noticing that d @ / d y  = @'/y ' ,  we can write the 
equations for the flight path angle, using Eq. (84)  for y' as 

The last two equations constitute a system of two non- 
linear equations for y  and 0 with u as independent variable. 
We choose the iterative technique to construct higher order 
solutions for glide trajectories. 

First, in Eq. (85) ,  by setting @'= 0, we have the first- 
order solution for the altitude density ratio as function of 
the speed, within the assumption of equilibrium glide. 

Next, by using yo and y6 =-l/klu2 on the right- 

hand-side of Eq. (84) in place of y  and y', we have the 
fist-order solution for the flight path angle. 

In the derivation, from the previous definitions of the con- 
stant parameters, we have used the following relations 

and 

Hence, in the solution, E is simply the lift-to-drag ratio 
used for the glide. 

Again, we use @, and $6 in place of @ and @' in Eq. 
(85)  to solve for the second-order solution in y .  We obtain 

( 1  + AB) 
Yl = y o  - 

( l + B )  

where, by definition, 



The solution for y, is displayed in the form to show that it 
1s a small perturbation away from yo since the function w 
of the speed is small. This is because pro = 900 and hence 

although (1 - u) is small at entry and u is small at the end, 
the term w is never large and always remains small 
throughout. For example, if we take ue = 0.995536, w 

would vary from 0.5 at entry to a minimum of 0.0089 when 
u = 0.5 and return to 0.5 at uf  = 0.004464, a final speed 

value which corresponds to a 1.54 Mach number. If the 
solution (90) for y, and its derivative y,' are substituted on 
the right-hand-side of Eq. (84) in place of y and y' ,  we can 
finally solve for 0 to give 

where 

The equilibrium glide mode was first investigated by 
Sanger and Bredt6 and it is now conceived as the flight 
program for the future aerospace plane to achieve long 
range. To calculate the distance traveled, we consider the 
equation for the speed, with the variable u 

By usmg the first-order solutions (86) and (87) for y and $, 
this gives 

du -=- 2 4 1  - u)' 

dr E K [ ~ ~  + u(1- u ) ]  
(97) 

We obtain z and hence the range angle by simple quadra- 
ture 

2 ue 
+-log- log- 

( PO ( l - ~ e )  
E 

In this expression, the first term is the classical solution6 
while the other terms with the coefficient 2/pro are the 

correctional ternls in the present theory. 

As numerical application, we have selected a typical 
hypersonic glider with E* = 1.5 and B = 0.005. 

Figure 7 plots the variation of the altitude versus the 
speed ratio. The dashed line presents the case of the ideal 
equilibrium glide. This is defined as such that we have ex- 
act equilibrium of the forces at the entry point, and hence 
we have $' (ue)  = 0.  This leads to using the following ini- 

tial conditions 

and 

sin ye = - 2k&+kl)  
(100) 

With our example vehicle, we have then u, = 0.995025 
and y, = -0.058877'. With these initial conditions, the 
numerical solutions for h and y and their analytical solu- 
tions are nearly the same. For example, in Fig. 7, in check- 
ing the final point where V f  = 0.1 V,, which corresponds 

to a speed of 2.3 Mach number we have the approximate 
altitude drop of h f  = -0.010882 as compared to the exact 

value of h f  =-0.010894. With a value r, of 6478 km, 

this represents an altitude deviation of only 78 meters. 
Figure 8 plots the variation of the flight path angle versus 
the speed ratio. At the final point, the approximate solution 
(94) gives a flight path angle of y f  = -6.07819' as com- 

pared to the value from numerical integration of y f  
= -6.143445" Within the scales used in Figs. 7 and 8, the 
dashed lines also represent the numerical solutions for the 
case of the perfect equilibrium of the forces at the starting 
point. It is known that if the initial speed is higher, the ve- 
hicle will skip out. If the entry speed ue is smaller than the 
ideal speed for equilibrium glide, the trajectory exhibits os- 
cillations as shown in the solid lines in Figs. 7 and 8 for the 
case where ue = 0.95. In this case, the equilibrium glide 
theory only produces the average solution. 



Finally, we have plotted In Fig. 9, the variation of the 
speed versus the range angle. The three curves are respec- 
t~vely, the classical solutionh, the present solution, and the 
numerical solution. A check at the final point shows an ap- 
proximate range angle of 8 ,  = 4.31975 as compared to the 
exact solution of Of = 4.3(,003. The deviation is 256 km, 

for a glide of more than half the circumference of the earth. 

In this paper, accurate analytical solutions for the three 
typical entry trajectories have been obtained. Starting with 
the equations of motion for planar entry around a non- 
rotating planet, we have used normalization to put the 
equations into a form which is suitable for an analytic inte- 
gration. 

The solut~ons for ballistic fly-through trajectories, 
which are of special importance in aeroassisted transfer are 
obtained to the th~rd order. The case of lifting skip trajec- 
tones x e  then analyzed in detail and accurate analytical so- 
lutions are obtained. Finally, an improved theory for the 
equilibrium glide of a future aerospace plane is proposed. 
In each of the problems examined, explicit relationships 
between the altitude, speed, flight path angle and distance 
traveled are obtained and they are in a form suitable for 
guidance purposes. 

Flight Path Angle (y) 

Fig. 1 Altitude versus flight path angle for skip entry at 
u, =1.2 with E* =0.75. 
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Fig. 2 Altitude versus speed for skip entry at u, = 1.2 

with E* =0.75. 



Flight Path Angle ( y )  

Fig. 3 Altitude versus flight path angle for skip entry at 
y, = -4" with E* = 0.75. 

Flight Path Angle ( y )  

Fig. 5 Altitude versus tlight path angle for skip entry at 
u, = 1.2 and y, = -4". 
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Fig. 4 Altitude versus speed for skip entry at ye = -4" 
wit.h E* = 0.75. 
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Fig. 6 Altitude versus speed for skip entry at u, = 1.2 
and ye =A0. 



Fig. 7 Altitude versus speed for glide entry with E* = 1.5 and B = 0.005. 
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Fig. 8 Flight path angle versus speed for glide entry with E* = 1.5 and B = 0.005. 
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Fig. 9 Speed versus range for equilibrium glide with E* = 1.5 and B = 0.005. 
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